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Many perovskites are capable of a ferroelec-
tric transition from a cubic to a tetragonal phase.
This transition is accompanied by movements
of the ions within a single unit cell relative
to one another. This lattice polarization caus-
es splitting and shifting of the critical points
of the cubic band structure. Recently sever-
al authors'~' have suggested that a similar po-
larization may be caused by external electric
fields, and a preliminary estimate of the mag-
nitude of this effect has been made for the sin-
gle critical point X we -X

Here a more complete analysis of the polar-
ization dependence of the Kahn- Leyendecker'
LCAO band scheme for SrTiO, is considered.
It takes into account the reduction of point group
symmetry from Oh to C4 which occurs when
the ions are moved along an [010J direction.
This lower symmetry allows some of the ma-
trix elements between the tight-binding states
to be nonzero which were zero in the undistort-
ed situation. These new matrix elements which
break the cubic symmetry are of two types.
One of these is nonzero because of the chang-
es that the displacements introduce in the cu-
bic LCAO parameters PPw, PPo, Pdz, and Pdv.
These changes were estimated by assuming,
e.g. , for pdv,

pdm = (pdm)OS/So,

where S is the overlap integral between Wat-
son's analytic Hartree-Pock wave functions
and subscripts indicate evaluation for the cu-
bic configuration. Further discussion of this
approximation is referred to by Kahn and Ley-
endecker. ' The other type arises because the
lines joining various pairs of atoms are no lon-
ger mutually perpendicular. These matrix ele-
ments contain as a factor the cosine of the an-
gle between bonds (an angle near 2v) and so
vanish as the bonds become orthogonal. All
these matrix elements were evaluated in the

Table 1. Selection rules dictated by the lower sym-
metry of the distorted case.

Polarization Transition Point

[1oo]

[o1ol Only between levels of
the same symmetry type

1,X))
Mg
M

))
[110]

x&[1oo]
My[011]
x'& [oo1]

All points

two-center approximation of Slater and Koster. '
One result of the lower symmetry of the dis-

torted case is that the X points and also the
M points split into two sets for which the group
of the wave vector is different. Taking the di-
rection of the displacements as [010], the [100]
and [001]& points are labled &~ and the [101]I point is labeled M~. The other points are
labeled X~~ and M ~~. It is then found that the
lines I"-XII and M~-8 have the full point group
symmetry C4~ and hence have representations
Aj and Tj. From ~~-M]~ the symmetry is
C2v and the representations are Zj For r

and XII II
the only symmetry operation

aside from the identity is a single reflection
plane —the xy or else the y~ plane —and the rep-
resentations are labeled 0 or U depending on
whether they are even or odd under reflection.
Symmetry then dictates the selection rules list-
ed in Table I in the notation of Bouckaert, Smol-
uchowski, and signer and Hamermesh. 6

Although the LCAO parameters used in Ta-
ble I are for SrTiO» a very similar band struc-
ture should apply to BaTiO, .' To gain some
idea of the band structure for tetragonal BaTiO.„
the atomic displacements were chosen to cor-
respond to this material. ' The resulting band
structure is compared with the cubic Kahn-Ley-
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FIG. 1. Comparison of cubic with tetragonal band structure for ionic displacements found in BaTi03.

endecker band structure in Fig. l. Several
features should be noted:

(1) A number of levels have been split. Per-
haps the most important of these is the split-
ting of I"» . If the lowest energy transition
in this material is I'»- I"»~, under displace-
ment a dichroism should appear since for [010]
polarization the first transition is ~, —~5 and
for [100]polarization it is 65- &2~, which lies
about 80 meV lower in Fig. l. A dichroism
of the right sign is observed in BaTiO, .

(2) A number of selection rules have been
broken.

(3) The lowest conduction band is raised near
X in directions normal to the axis of symme-
try. Evidence for this has been reported by
Berglund and Baer in BaTi03.

(4) Finally the results for the X,iiower -X,
transition along the line X~~ -M

~~
can be com-

pared with those of Zook and Casselman. ' They
consider ed only the effect of variations in the

Pd~ LCAO parameter and also assumed that
the displacement dependence of this transition
was entirely due to movement of the X, point
(one end of the flat Z, conduction band). In fact
&,~ also moves and the present calculation in-
dicates that the transition has a quadratic de-
pendence on displacement at low displacements
as Zook and Casselman anticipated, but decreas-
es in energy with increase in displacement in-
stead of increasing as they suggested. For
larger displacements this movement of the
transition energy reverses until the transition
occurs at almost its original energy for dis-
placements of the size assumed for Fig. 1.
Therefore the present model does not support
the choice of this transition as the major source
of the observed field dependence of the refrac-
tive index in these materials. ' See Fig. 2.
The Zook-Casselman analysis is really an ap-
proximate calculation of the curve Z, -~~ in
Fig. 2. In calculating the curves of Fig. 2 the
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J010] bp is 2.5s. If &p is used as variable in-
stead of s, the Z, -~~ curve is not very differ-
ent from the earlier result. (In comparing
Fig. 1 with Ref. 2, it should be noted that the
labeling of levels at M

~~
is determined by the

higher symmetry along X~-M ~~. As a result,
between X~~ and 1Yi

~I
the flat Z, bands of the cu-

bic case become the flat U levels terminating
in Z~ symmetry at M I~. )
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FIG. 2. Displacement dependence of several transi-
tions in SrTi03. (s =displacement of the titanium atom,
a=edge of unit cell. ) Superscripts order levels of
the same symmetry, increasing with distance from the
band gap. The corresponding cubic transitions are in
brackets. Data for any other transitions that may in-
terest the reader are available.

ratios of the oxygen displacements to the tita-
nium displacement s have been held fixed at
the values of these ratios in tetragonal BaTiO, .
Hence the change in the Ti-0 spacing along
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